MUSICAL ARTS CENTER ADDITION

PHILANTHROPY AT WORK

NOTE:
1. ALL LETTERING & LOGO TO BE CENTERED VERTICALLY ON SCREEN FABRIC
2. PROVIDE HALF MOON VENTS 4" o.c. - min. ABOVE AND BELOW LETTERING
3. SCREEN TO BE MINIMUM 80% PRIVACY, KNITTED HDPE UV POLYETHYLENE OR PVC CONSTRUCTION
4. FONTS AND IU LOGO MUST BE PER IU BRAND GUIDELINES/STANDARDS

SCREEN LENGTH IS PROJECT NAME DEPENDENT

PHILANTHROPY AT WORK" WILL IMMEDIATELY FOLLOW THE LOGO, WHICH FOLLOWS PROJECT NAME
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SCREEN : SOLID COLOR = PANTONE 201

MOUNT EVEN WITH TOP OF CHAIN LINK FENCE
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TEXT HEIGHT = 24"
FONT = BENTON SANS COMP MEDIUM
COLOR = WHITE
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